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This isn’t a class in history or philosophy.  This is1

a conversation.  It’s a conversation, yes, about race;2

yes, about faith; but more importantly, it’s a3

conversation about America and the world in the 21st4

Century. 5

To Rev. Cook and all of the members of the faith6

community, other interested cities, New Orleans is7

very proud to be able to host this component of The8

President’s Initiative on Race.  And I think it’s a9
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Century.1

We are here planning; we are here preparing.  We24j
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MAYOR MORIAL:  And I also want to thank the1

staff of The President’s Initiative on Race who very2

quickly began working to put this initiative together,3

and ask that you give them a round of applause, and if4

they’d stand at this time.  There’s several of them5

here.  Stand up; we want to thank them.6

(Applause.)7

MAYOR MORIAL:  And lastly I want to thank my8

staff, because I ask them to do so, so much.  They9

never miss a beat, always get it done, and I want to10

publicly thank all of them, the Human Relations11
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New OrleansnfT lead us.13413

New OrleansnfT l7ad us.13213
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fairness, and hopefulness passed down among us through1

the generations, from our very beginnings.  We praise2

You for our system of government in which this saying3

is not merely tolerated but expected and encouraged.4

We thank You for a system of justice which, in5

spite of many flaws, manages to make room for mercy.6
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Romans.  With Him, race did not count; only persons.1

Sovereign God, we pray today for races which2

were until recently colonized.  Remind us that our own3

United States began as a colony and that our ancestors4

had to shed blood to secure the freedoms we so readily5

take for granted.6
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you look, that size matters.1

Well, I'm here to tell you today, regarding the2

changing face of faith in America, size does matter.3

W e l l ,  a t  l e a s t  i t  m a t t e r s  s o m e  o f  t h e  t i m e .   S i z e2e .   S i z e2122

2
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Winston was speaking, she was speaking of the beauty1

of America being a pluralistic society in that we’re2

basically made up of a group of immigrants.  Everybody3

immigrated to America from someplace or another.4

So I think to really hit the demographics of5

America, I guess I sort of represent that, in that as6

an African American who really didn’t immigrate and7

also coming before you with what is not accepted as a8

traditional religion or not a traditional religion, an9

Islamic religion, if this doesn’t represent the10

demographics of America, I don’t know what does.11

(Applause.)12

IMAM RA’OOF:  Let me try that again.  What are13

you talking about, Wali?  What I’m talking about is14

that basically from the history of America, people15

immigrated, came by choice.  You know, one of the16

beautiful statements was made earlier about if we’re17

going to address the concerns, we can’t be so18

sensitive not to realize that in the past, history19
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Yes.   Isn’t this the way our children should grow up,1

so that they can find the wonderful things to2

celebrate in each other, that they can march into the3

future. 4

None of us want to go back to the way it was,5

and that is why we’re here today.  We want to go6
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Americanos.  We are not -- we don’t include ourselves1

in that description, even though all of us were born2

in the United States.  When we say, Los Americanos, we3

mean white, Protestant.  That is American.  And I’m4

sure I’m not alone, and my family’s not alone.5

Why is it that there is this image of, you know,6

American means something, and it doesn’t include my7

face?  I work in the White House.   And it sometimes8

strikes people, oh, a couple of different ways.9

Sometimes when I’m speaking to business leaders, who10

are predominantly white male, and I’m trying to11

explain different issues to them, I have said quite12

honestly, I know some of you think that I am in the13

White House because this President really believed in14

diversity and therefore that means I’m not qualified15

for my job.16
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wanted to go someplace else, they couldn’t do it.  Or1

if you wanted someone to come, they couldn’t come.2

But today, in 1998, headed into the new3

millennium, we can change things.  You know, things4

have changed, and now we’ve seen a change,5

particularly in our community.  We can assure you that6

eleven o’clock on Sunday is not the mool2wregaantat
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of the century, if you will --1

We have this myth that everyone assimilated,2

that everyone learned English, you know, forgot their3
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affirm those in our ethnic and religious communities,1

we also have to be cognizant that we must come2

together, and that we do have to find certain unified3

ways to work and speak with one another.4

And I think for that reason, as Americans, I5

would -- and here I’ll go out on a limb -- affirm6

English as a common language, which is not to say7

people must speak English if they do not want to.  But8

I think that lest we wind up in a real tower of Babel9

situation, where we don’t affirm what we do share in10

common, we need to go back to some of those historic11

things, and one of them is finding one language that12

all of us can have as a second language.  And that is13

English.14 13

13
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white church.  They were joining a Black church, and1
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talking about diversity, and of course, this is the1

initial step towards a new civilization built on love2
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Tran to come to our church and feel totally at ease,1

so -- but we can share brotherly love, one toward the2

other.3

What I noted that maybe perhaps you need to4

conside
0 Twthat weharegoingd trough ind te Blacke

cmmunity,h andIe canonrlyrelatme to te Blacke

cmmunity because I’m a Blackt mnh andI’m a pastore
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Also I find the church itself playing a very1

serious game.  They say they’re totally opposed to2

injustice.  I work with the Louisia20nCmitteeto
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privilege."  And thaTj
 we can’t have this1

conversation without naming the word "privilege."  And2

we can’t talk about celebrating diversity.3

I think thaTjiTjis probably experienced by many4

as insulting to speak of tolerance and celebrating5

diversity without speaking 
 and celebrating6
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up.1

And when I spoke about cutting through the knot2

of privilege to face our differences, that is what I3

was implying. 4

MS. ROGERS:  I hear you, and perhaps I missed5

it, and perhaps if we really name it and we say, We’re6

talking about white privilege -- we can say that7

with --8

DR. WINSTON:  We’re not just talking about white9

privilege.  We’re talking about Christian and to some10

extent Jewish privilege.11

MS. ROGERS:  I am speaking about white12

privilege, and that is what my critique is.  Please13

hear that.  Thank you.14

MS. ECHAVESTE:  Thank you.15

Mdm toou.
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If one or two Caucasians embrace me, then they1

become one of those counter-lovers, but you never ask2

me what I can bring to the table.  And I think that3

this has to be done, to find out what people can do to4

help out.  And when they form these blue-ribbon5

committees, the grassroots people are left out.  And6

you’re always telling me what to do and how to do it,7

but you never ask me how I feel about it.8

I think that we have to get down to some of9

these kind of things and what not.  And then you’re10

talking about embracing -- pastors of all persuasions11

and all races should let people know that there is an12

open-door policy and embrace that open-door policy.13

And I think you remember some years ago at John14

Wesley, when some students from Dillard went down, and15

the pastor came out of the pulpit and asked them out16

of the church.  Hello, are you here?  Are you17

following?  The pastor asked them out of the church,18

because it was, quote/unquote, a white church, and19

they were Black students from Dillard University.20
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A F T E R N O O N   S E S S I O N
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love, by our love.1
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seen that Nelson Mandela would be the president of1

that country, a multi-racial, multi-ethnic democracy.2

Riverside Church is a special place, and Dr.3

Forbes is a special person, the first African American4

to serve as the senior minister of one of the largest5

multi-cultural denominations anywhere on God’s earth.6

He is an educator, an administrator, an inter-faith7

leader, and a community activist.8

Newsweek has recognized him as one of the 129

most effective preachers anywhere in the English-10

speaking world.  He’s an adjunct professor at Union11
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minute, and it is from Acts, Chapter 10, and the1

people in the house who are familiar with my tradition2

already have some sense of what I’m going to say, but3

I may say something different, so hang in here and let4

us see.5

It is about Simon Peter on the housetop, just6

enough to remind you that it happened that after7

Cornelius, the centurion of the Italian cohort had8

been urged to send for him, Cornelius sent for Simon9
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large scale, that is, really have widespread dialogue,1

would actually require most religious organizations to2

arrange with the school boards of their community to3

let them use their buses on Friday night and on4

Sunday, to bus in to the place of worship people that5

would make possible a multi-cultural arrangement.6

I mean, you really couldn’t have embodied7

interracial conversation at most of our places of8

worship, whether it’s the mosque or the temple or the9

Roman Catholic parish or the Protestant church, unless10

we did a whole lot of busing, because generally11

speaking, we live apart; we worship apart; and we12

rarely get around to having these conversations about13

what we are together as human beings.14

Even at my church on Martin Luther King’s15

birthday, I had to urge my members -- and I have a16

fairly evenly mixed congregation.  When you worship at17

Riverside, you can’t tell whether it’s black or white,18

because we are all mixed up together.  But I had to19

ask some of them to invite something other than20

yourself, because we meet at church but I don’t know21

what they do when the service is over, whether they go22

back to their separate coidt9susm.1584 -2olaradgo13

r communies. s.
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But I promised you that I had come here today,1

that I was going to talk about race in a sermonic2

form, and so I hope to do.  But I want to make a few3

preliminary comments before I get to the germ of the4
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"We love and lose in China.  We weep on1

England’s shores, and laugh and moan in Guinea, and2

thrive on Spanish shores.  We seek success in Finland,3

are born and die in Maine.  In minor ways we differ;4

in major, we’re the same.5

"I note the obvious differences between each6

sought and type, but we are more alike, my friends,7

than we are unlike.  We are more alike, my friends,8

than we are unalike.  We are more alike, my friends,9

than we are unalike."  That’s what Maya Angelou said.10

Now, Martin Luther King, Jr., who is quoted on11

many things, did not have a very extens]TJy( )-10de]TJoped.21
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And here today, so that -- I’ll try to sort of1

get you started; then I’m going home.  But the whole2

question I want to ask you is:  Froo]TJ
5ver3

tradition you have come froo, do you beli5ve that the4

primary effort of the Holy Spirit is to cre
5 the5

community of your own racial or ethnic or religious6

particularity?7

Or does the Spirit do some of that and after8

that’s well underway, does the Spirit come back, and9

say, I built you up into the g
5d community signaled10

by the particularity of your religious tradition; now11

I’m coming back to get you outside the g
5, so that
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People can love Christ and still race becomes1

the God with the altar at which they kneel.  Some2

folks can be Jewish, and they kneel at the God of3

their faith, but then race has also an altar set up,4

if only on the side; whether you’re Muslim or Buddhist5

or Hindu doesn’t matter.  All of us in this country6

are influenced by race.7

It always offers itself as another god.  It8

doesn’t ask all the time for full-time service.  It’ll9

let you off to go to church on Sunday or Saturday or10

Friday night, as long as you come on out and act like11

you are supposed to according to the place where12

you’re supposed to be.
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similar nasal apparatus, similar hue, similar texture.1

I mean, folks like me -- I mean, the mirror2

image of folks like me reinforces that.  Because we3

are similar, we will look out for each other, because4

we’re kind of together.  I mean, the truth is, it’s5

obvious that me and my folks, that we were cut from6

the same cloth, and it should be obvious that you and7

your folks were cut from the same cloth.8

And there’s a natural tendency to provide9

affirmative action for that which is clearly part of10

you.  And what happens is affirmative action means11

that I will do whatever is necessary to help out the12

folks that are kind of like me, have common interests,13

as Erich Fromm talks about, eat the same food, dig the14

same music, take the same approach to things.  We’ll15

look out for each other.  That’s what I call16

affirmative action. 17

Nobody in here ever made it without some18

community.  When you had whooping cough and measles19

and childhood diseases and bad cold and mumps and flu20
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t o  c l a i m  i n o r d i n a t e  p o w e r  a n d  c o n t r o l .   I t ' s  r e a l l y1

bad when race is chosen to create one's own ethnicity2

into an idolatrous status and to actually compete with3

God in assigning value to everybody else.  That's bad.4

A n d  t h e  p r o b l e m  w i t h  b a d n e s s  i n  r a c e  i s  i t5

r e v e a l s  t h a t  n o w  i n  t h e  a g e  o f  t h e  t u r n b a c k  o f6
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is not about saying, yes; it’s about discovering where
1 you’re saying, no, and so that you can then hear God’s
2 yes, it may be that before the millennium comes
3 around, what the President has started might find us
4 as allies rather than adversaries by the virtue of our
5 indifference and denial.
6
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go," hello somebody.  What a wonderful message, and we1

thank you for sharing and taking us to a new place.2

And we hope this afternoon that we will wrestle with3

where our "no" is and see ourselves.4

And to lead us in our discussion this afternoon,5

as we pre
e pre
e pre
e pre
e pre
e pre
7l4d
7.1287 -2.2574 TD
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working to tory to improve the relations in the city1

over a period of time by taking complaints from2

various members of the community or cases that were3

seen as being discriminatory.4
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time that we work through these inconsistencies and1

ideologies which oppose the purpose of God, that we2

might get on with the ministry at hand.3

Unfortunately, and to our shame, there is need4

for us in the chuand tbe88 inccileand teahich, th,we
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the audience has an answer to this that’s beyond the1
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know Barbara and I talked about earlier, and that’s 1 5

why she wasn’td trillkedwith something liked tis52 5
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over the head.  I travel all over this country.  If I1

wanted to beat white folk over the head, I’d stay in2

New Orleans.  I’ve got plenty I could deal with here.3

But white people got to learn how to talk to4

white people for real, and they got to stop depending5

on pe0(n)-10ofy Ile fbeendand re as part0ofynd re.
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breakout sessions, and everyone’s going to have a1

chance to talk and discuss all these issues.  People2

have been standing in line.  We have about three3

minutes; go ahead. 4

MS. FREEMAN:  I say amen to Rev. Brown.  My5

name’s Marjorie Freeman.  For the last 15 years, I’ve6

been trying to work with some of the white churches7

throughout the country, around doing child advocacy8

work.  The way in which I have been trying to do that9

is to invite those church people to deal -- to start10

talking about racism.11
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If we don’t become anti-racist churches, we1

might as well shut our doors and go home.  We can’t do2

this work until we have realized that we have3

privileges.  I’m not going to go around saying, My4

grandpapa didn’t own any slaves.  That’s true; he5

didn’t own any slaves.6
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a question.  How many people here have seen the video,
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born-again Christian who was raised as an Irish1

Catholic.  I was previously married to an African2

American woman who is Baptist.  I have three children3
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help; we will provide you with names of the people who1

were here today, and we hope that you will, on your2

own, get together and continue this important work.3

Will we make it to One America?  Well, we all4

know how difficult this work is, but there’s a book5

written a couple of years ago by Dr. Andrew Hacker, a6

professor of political science at my alma mater,7

Queens College in New York City.  And he asked in that8

book, Are we one nation under God or two nations,9

manacled by race?10

Our experience here today and much of the11
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"Every piece of music is in the piano.  It’s up to us1

to get it out."  To get that music out, to ensure that2

every American has the opportunity to get their music3
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go our separate ways918
25uspirit which unites
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